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When I opened the image, I saw that the darkened menus were not there. I can’t remember what I said about that last 
year, so please excuse me if I have now changed my mind, but I rather like the blackened menus like the old HP32SII.


So, I would request consideration for black menus, listening to my gut when feeling slightly disappointed when I saw 
the black menus were gone.

I really love the pi glyph, size and thickness ok.

I think RND ab/c should be balanced above the button, maybe both a little left, so that the R of RND extends over the vertical 
button line. Also see comment below regarding the line up of edges on the left.

Nicely balanced. x could be slightly bigger, see above.

The arrow was removed a while ago. Please remove and re-balance.

Nicely balanced. 2 slightly smaller. x slightly bigger, also the line slightly thicker please. See above. As an example of a thicker 

square root line, the HP32SII: � , and �  

CLSTK on FN6 was changed recently to xth-root-of-y. Could you please change to � . See the comments on size above.

I would like to see the square root line thicker. This is one of those things that I can tweak in the generated vector file.

And possibly the x a little larger even if it moves up I think it may be better.
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Nicely balanced. x could be slightly bigger, see above. A bigger x can be dropped, it does not have to stand proud above y, it can 

drop a little if the x seems too big. See this example from my WP34S button label: � . This may be a bit extreme because I had 
limited vertical space, but I show only the concept that x does not have to stsand on top and be too small.

I would like to have the exponents x and 2 have the same visual impact, regardless of the actual font settings. I think x 
could be slightly larger and 2 could be slightly smaller, so that they create the same impression, especially being next 
to one another. 

Also, maybe to 10 could be a tad smaller. The HP42S had no great labels (and DM42 is worse) but HP does illustrate 

the relative sizing of the exponents and the digits 10: � . In my WP34S labels I 
may have exaggerated the sizes a bit, but the result was large clear exponents that works well. You may not want to go 

as large as I did here ;-): �
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Perfect.

Lines to be slightly thicker.

Perfect.

Lines of the arrow head to be slightly thicker. If you want to, you could solidify the arrow - there is no reason why it should be an 
hollow arrow.

Please put a yellow and blue half border on the COS and TAN buttons please. In my mock up on the left, you can see that I 
purposely go into the void in between the Botton and the faceplate. I do that to make sure the paint goes right to the edge. The 
actual line will be thinner because of the void cut-away.

Perfect.

Perfect. Just the arrow spacing that could be closer and tighter.  See above.

Re-balance the spacing please.

Perfect.

There is an arrow missing here above “O”. It is a vertical mirror image of the arrow above “I”, and it points up. 

Perfect.

I really really like the back arrow !
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I would like the arrow and the R closer together - they seem separate, instead of a unit. Same for P.


Maybe like the arrow spacing of the �
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I would prefer the other x font for last x, i.e. in x^2 above, Lastx: �  x squared: � .



I can see why you are lining the left sides up with the key edges, also applicable to RTN right on top. I think though, that if you 
compare with the right hand side jagged edge (excluding the text F, L, S, W, - and space), then almost all of them are sticking over 
on the right hand side. 

I think if you balance the 3 x left side labels by shifting a little to the left, it should look even better.

Perfect layout.

Initially (last year) I did not like the block around the alpha, but it grew on me and I won’t have it otherwise now. Pretty. Clever.

USER / LOOP must be shifted marginally to the left. Blue lines indicate void edges.

CAT / I/O must be shifted marginally to the left. Blue lines indicate void edges.

Spacing of the “OFF” could be as per the outcome of the line-up discussion above.


I am very worried about the thin lines of the printer icon. I think a simple vector graphic with thicker lines can be made. I can do it if 
you want. I made a mockup using 4 vector shapes, see left. Also I think the x should be consistent with the other x’s.

The Alpha has a non-standard colour, a faded blue colour instead of the brilliant colour the other text has.

Also the blue dots are faded blue.

The dots are meant to be a space sign, but it is hard to do on the emulator, so I used dots instead. I would prefer the space sign. 
See pics, I include the space of the DM42 as example. Maybe this, could be done as three vector filled in lines.

The question mark need not be bright white. It can be grey.
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